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• Biases in coarse resolution, CMIP-class, work-horse coupled climate models,

• Solutions from CMIP5 models

In comparison with available observations, representations of
• Sea surface temperature (SST): mean and seasonal cycle
• El Nino – La Nina
• Thermocline, upper-ocean temperatures
• Currents
• Precipitation
Not covered:
Variability and modes of variability, e.g., PDV; Tropical instability waves; Salinity; Deep Pacific properties; Upwelling; Indonesian Throughflow representation and interactions; ...

Minimal attribution of biases ...
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El Nino Representations in CMIP5
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Summary

• The majority of the tropical / Equatorial Pacific biases are persistent and likely linked to each other.

• They are usually attributed to deficiencies / biases in coupled model fluxes …… For example, zonal wind stress -> upwelling -> changes in SSTs -> convection and precipitation, etc. However, remains rather complex and inconclusive.

• As the modeling centers move from one CMIP to the next, there is often not enough time to go back and attempt to understand the origins of such biases.